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Steve Cucinotta
Digital Media Expert

Designer / Developer / UX
Photographer / Writer

Over the last 10+ years I’ve had the pleasure of working with multiple brands 
across many diverse disciplines be it print, digital, physical etc.

The following pages are a snapshot of some of those experiences.



The Charis Culture
nurgemedia

The Charis Culture is a documentation on 
automotive experiences. I have been working 
in this arena for the last 10 years, fine tuning 
it’s design.

This iteration of the site is positioned for a 
clean, content oriented approach that also 
displays client work.

Website

http://thecharisculture.com/


BC Racing
BC Racing NA

This past year I have been working closely 
with BC Racing to design their new look and 
branding of their site.

The shift in design will be shared across their 
overall brand once we complete the transition 
to the new site. This is an on going project that 
will be completed in 2020.



BC Forged
BC Forged NA

Working with BC Forged, I have maintained 
the current site and have provided additional 
design and consultation E.g. newsletters and 
digital / print ads.

Creating a newsletter to reach their vendors 
and customers has led to exceptional 
customer relations and feedback that has 
redefined brand communication.



Digital Storybook
The Charis Culture

This 300 GT Speciale Digital Storybook was a 
rare opportunity to create everything from 
concept to reality.

Over the course of 4 months my team and I 
conceived a complete media package starting 
with photography and video, which influenced 
a single page timeline themed website.

Case Study

http://thecharisculture.com/case_studies/ferrari-330gt/


The
Creative Workshop
The Charis Culture

This unique project is the integration of  
content and UX design.

By prototyping the site flow and creating the 
content specifically for the design, I created a 
cohesive structure that allows the user to 
experience the shop.

Case Study

http://thecharisculture.com/case_studies/the-creative-workshop/


Creative 
Technologist
Sapient

In my career at Sapient I worked on projects of 
all ranges. From interface design one day to a 
fully immersive interactive room the next.

Tap the work link to view of some of the more 
elaborate projects I was involved in.

Work

http://nurgemedia.com/work/


THANK YOU

Additional work examples are available upon request


